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Importance of Documentation of 

code

 Better understanding of code in bigger teams where peer review of 

code is done.

 Maintenance of records for quality control.

 In Mission critical and life critical software, documentation is 

necessary for getting certification like FAA in case of flight software 

or FDA in case of medical software.



What is Doxygen?

Doxygen is the de facto standard tool for generating 

documentation from C++ sources, but it also supports other popular 

programming languaannotated ges such as C, Objective-C, C#, PHP, 

Java, Python, IDL (Corba, Microsoft, and UNO/OpenOffice flavors), 

Fortran, VHDL, Tcl, and to some extent D. 





Contd.

Doxygen can help you in three ways:

1. It can generate an on-line documentation browser (in HTML) and/or an off-
line reference manual (in ) from a set of documented source files. There is 
also support for generating output in RTF (MS-Word), PostScript, hyperlinked 
PDF, compressed HTML, and Unix man pages. The documentation is 
extracted directly from the sources, which makes it much easier to keep the 
documentation consistent with the source code.

2. You can configure doxygen to extract the code structure from 
undocumented source files. This is very useful to quickly find your way in 
large source distributions. Doxygen can also visualize the relations between 
the various elements by means of include dependency graphs, inheritance 
diagrams, and collaboration diagrams, which are all generated 
automatically.

3. You can also use doxygen for creating normal documentation (as I did for 
the doxygen user manual and web-site).



Installation

1. Download the binaries from doxygen website

2. Run configure 

Sudo ./configure

3. Run make install

Sudo make

Sudo make install 



Creating a Config file

We need to create a config file to create documentation. Doxygen 

provides a way to auto-generate a config file.

Doxygen –g <file-name>

If you open the file there are several Tags, we have to set Tags of our 

choice to generate the documentation.





Few Important Tags

 OUTPUT_DIRECTORY

 INPUT 

 FILE_PATTERNS 

 RECURSIVE

 EXTRACT_ALL

 EXTRACT_PRIVATE

 EXTRACT_STATIC



Commenting style for Doxygen

 Brief Description: Use a single-line C++ comment, or use the <\brief> 

tag.

 Detailed Description: Use JavaDoc-style commenting /** … test … */ 
(note the two asterisks [*] in the beginning) or the Qt-style /*! … text 

… */.

 In-body Description: Individual C++ elements like classes, structures, 

unions, and namespaces have their own tags, such as <\class>, 

<\struct>, <\union>, and <\namespace>.



Creating documentation

 To Create a documentation by simply running the following 

command:

Doxygen <config-file>



Example (configure file)



C Code



HTML Output



Latex Output



Reference:

 http://www.stack.nl/~dimitri/doxygen/index.html

 http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/aix/library/au-

learningdoxygen/

http://www.stack.nl/~dimitri/doxygen/index.html
http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/aix/library/au-learningdoxygen/

